COSMETIC

Uncovering your
confidence - your personal
mystique - is an art form
that we’ve mastered.
Renaissant is dedicated to
liberating and enhancing
your own special beauty,
transforming the way you
look and feel.
Like true artisans, we’ll craft
your journey to improved
aesthetic health with
masterly skill and the most
caring expertise.

Form
Welcome to your new confidence.
Renaissant offers an industry-leading
suite of cosmetic enhancements and
procedures.
Our highly experienced team of
medical professionals are at the
forefront of cosmetic health services,
renowned for their early adoption of
proven, pioneering treatments and
technology. Our exceptional cosmetic
surgical techniques, revolutionary
procedures and our careful selection
of only the safest and most effective
products and implants, combine to
give you world-class results.
Whatever aspect of your aesthetic
health you’d like to enhance or
overcome, at Renaissant, you’ll be
completely supported with honest
and sound advice, genuine care
and the very pinnacle of surgical
excellence.
We’ll engage with you closely and
with genuine empathy to understand
your unique aesthetic goals before
inspiring you with new possibilities.

Our focus is Always You. In every
consultation and every treatment,
your uniqueness will be respected
and celebrated. Whatever your goals
are, we’ll guide and support you every
step of the way. To start your journey
to enhanced aesthetic health, book
an initial consultation with one of our
dedicated medical professionals.

Face

Body

Beautification

Arm lift and reduction

Thigh, buttocks and lower body lifts

Renaissant’s highly experienced
medical specialists use only the very
best anti-wrinkle injections, dermal
fillers and lip enhancements, to free
your skin from the effects of ageing,
the environment or genetic conditions.

Smaller, firmer, more shapely upper
arms can greatly enhance your overall
appearance and confidence. Our highly
experienced cosmetic surgeons can
reduce your arm size and tighten loose
skin to give you a slimmer shape.

If sagging skin or unwanted fat in
your lower body is affecting your
confidence, this procedure can lift and
reshape the area, leaving you looking
visibly slimmer and more defined.

Brow lift

Cellulaze

A Renaissant brow lift can release
any furrows, frown lines and wrinkles
around your eyes that can make you
look older. This procedure can give you
a naturally fresher, softer and younger
appearance.

Unlike other cellulite treatments,
Cellulaze works deep beneath the
skin to deliver outstanding and
long-lasting results after just
one session.

Tummy tuck
Our abdominoplasty procedure can
reverse sagging skin or excess fat that
can be caused by weight fluctuations
and pregnancy. By tightening
weakened abdominal muscles and
removing fat, your stomach will be
smaller, firmer and flatter.

Coolsculpting
Eyelid surgery
We can correct drooping eyelids, and
remove puffy bags and excess skin
around the eyes that may be having a
significant effect on how old you look,
and even your vision.

This non-surgical treatment eliminates
stubborn fat by freezing fat cells in
targeted areas such as the waist and
under the chin. With Coolsculpting,
you can achieve a noticeably slimmer
body contour.

Face and neck lifts

Genital surgery

Our rhytidectomy procedure can
dramatically reduce the most visible
signs of ageing by smoothing wrinkles
and skin folds, and tightening loose
skin around the neck and face.

We offer a range of female and male
cosmetic genital surgery options, some
of which are minimally invasive. These
procedures can address a variety of
issues, including appearance and size
as well as discomfort or pain.

Fat dissolving injectables
We take a tailored approach to each
injectable treatment to help you
reduce the appearance of submental
fullness and improve the profile of your
neck and chin.
Nose reshaping
Your Renaissant surgical specialist can
help you achieve your desired nose
shape and size. Our rhinoplasty surgery
can also relieve nasal obstructions, and
correct bumps or birth deformities.

Gynaecomastia
Renaissant’s gynaecomastia
procedures can remove unwanted
breast tissue, fat and skin from
the male chest area. Our surgical
specialists take an individualised
approach to each procedure to ensure
you achieve your desired results.
Liposuction
This proven body-contouring surgery
can reduce stubborn fat that is
unresponsive to normal weight loss
efforts. The Renaissant team of
cosmetic specialists can enhance your
body definition and aesthetic form.

Breast
Breast augmentation
Our cosmetic surgeons can expertly
achieve your ideal breast shape, size
and firmness. We only use implants
scientifically proven to be of the
highest quality and that meet the
safest and most durable standards.
Breast lift
Renaissant’s breast lift procedure can
correct sagging or flatness caused
by weight loss, having children or the
ageing process. If your goal is firmer,
fuller and more shapely breasts, our
surgical specialists can help.
Breast reduction
Reducing large or heavy breasts can
enhance your physical appearance,
assist with neck or back pain, and also
correct bad posture. We’ll help you
discover the best size and shape to suit
your appearance and lifestyle.
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